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Making a photo matt 
 

1. Things to consider first. 
Is the print precious? 

Do I need to use archival quality materials, with minimal contact of print with adhe-

sives, coloured board etc.? 

The method I’ll describe today is not suitable for these sorts of prints. 

So when printing think about :- 

Print with border or not? 

Show white border in mount or not 

Things of interest close to image edge or not? 

 

2. Preliminary measurements 
1. Measure image dimensions Width (PW) Height (PH). 

2. Matt size.  This will be dictated by the frame size if you are framing the picture.  

   You would normally allow at least 50mm all round the picture.   

   500mm x 400mm is the maximum size allowed for Highland Challenge  entries. 

   Matt size is MW by MH. 

3. Decide on position of display window (the aperture) (we’re assuming central) but 

some like the bottom border to be larger - it’s a personal choice. 

4. Mark bottom left as reference corner on REVERSE of matt  

You can’t assume your board is square or sides parallel so measure from these two 

sides - left and bottom  (even if your board was bought cut to size). 

5. We will assume the aperture will be 10mm LESS than the picture ie 5mm less all 

round. You can increase this or decrease this as desired 

So size of aperture (mm) AW = (PW - 10) mm, by AH = (PH-10)mm 

6. So Border width will be (MW - AW)/2 mm  = X 

 

Measure position of aperture relative to reference bottom left corner 

 

7. Draw line (MW - AW)/ 2  mm from left edge of board 

 

8. Then, draw a line X + AW mm from left edge of board 

 

9. The lines for top and bottom are calculated in a similar way this time measuring 

from the bottom edge of the matt. 

(MH-AH)/2 =Y for bottom line,  Y + AH for top line 

3. An example  
 

Matt size is MW 500mm by MH 400mm 

Picture size PW 300mm x PH 200mm 

Our chosen overlap of matt on print is 5 mm all round so aperture is 10mm smaller than print. 

Therefore:-  

Aperture size AW = (300-10) =290mm x AH (200-10) =190mm 
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So left border is (500 - 290) / 2 =  210/2  = 105mm from left edge of the matt 

So right border is at 105 + 290 mm = 395mm from left edge of matt. 

 

CHECK picture width by placing print against the two lines! 

Repeat now to draw lines for bottom and top using the bottom edge as a reference. 

Bottom border is (400 - 190)/2 = 210/2 = 105mm 

Top border is 105 + 190 = 295mm from bottom edge of matt. 

Again CHECK picture height against lines! 

There is an Excel spreadsheet to calculate this measurements. 

See Matt Calculator.xls 

 

4. Cutting the matt 
 

You will use a LOGAN CUTTER and the LOGAN TEAM system. 

 

Practise on a scrap piece of card with  lines drawn on it first so you know how hard to press the cut-

ter down to start and how hard to push it along the track. 

 

If the knife does not cut right through the card you must adjust the height with the small grub screw. 

 

You will learn where the cutter cuts relative to the line. where it starts cutting and where it stops 

cutting.  

 

5. Technique for cutting 
 

PRACTICE on spare card first! 
 

Starting at your reference corner, place the ruler with the side with the special groove  so you can 

just see the left side line you have drawn next to the groove. 

 

Put the cutter on the groove with the reference mark on the cutter opposite the bottom line you have 

drawn. 

 

Hold the ruler firmly in place. 

 

Press the cutter into the board and then when you are sure you have penetrated the board push the 

cutter slowly and steadily away from you along the line until the reference mark is opposite the  top 

line you have drawn. 

Withdraw the cutter blade  before you lift the cutter from the table or you risk breaking the tip off 

the blade. 

Turn the matt anticlockwise so that the top line is under the ruler. 

Line up the ruler as before and place the cutter in place with the index mark lined up with the left 

side you have just cut. Cut the line. 

Withdraw the blade and lift the cutter. 

Repeat for the other 2 sides turning the matt anticlockwise as you go. 

The aperture board should now fall out. 

If not carefully release the corners with a scalpel blade. 

If it is held more than this you may find this difficult and is it is very difficult to recut lines neatly. 

You may have to start again! 

Turn the matt over and check the aperture is correct the correct size against your print. 
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Retain the aperture board. 

 

If all is OK 

Place your image face up on the table 

Put 2 small pieces of tape sticky side up under side edges of the image.  

Take the newly cut matt face side up and 

Carefully position the matt over the image. 

When correctly positioned press lightly into place.  

Check you got it right. 

If OK 

Carefully turn matt and image over and fully fix in place with tape. 

 

Place the aperture card (chamfer up) over back of image and secure in place with tape. 

This helps stiffen the mounted picture.  

 

Turn it over and admire your work! 

 
Stan Holroyd, April 2018 


